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ABSTRACT
With the advent of modern observational efforts providing extensive giant molecular cloud
catalogues, understanding the evolution of such clouds in a galactic context is of prime impor-
tance. While numerous previous numerical and theoretical works have focused on the cloud
properties in isolated discs, few have looked into the cloud population in an interacting disc
system. We present results of the first study investigating the evolution of the cloud population
in galaxy experiencing an M51-like tidal fly-by using numerical simulations including star
formation, interstellar medium cooling, and stellar feedback. We see the cloud population
shift to large unbound clouds in the wake of the companion passage, with the largest clouds
appearing as fleeting short-lived agglomerations of smaller clouds within the tidal spiral arms,
brought together by large-scale streaming motions. These are then sheared apart as they leave
the protection of the spiral arms. Clouds appear to lead diverse lives, even within similar
environments, with some being born from gas shocked by filaments streaming into the spiral
arms, and others from effectively isolated smaller colliding pairs. Overall, this cloud popu-
lation produces a shallower mass function than the disc in isolation, especially in the arms
compared to the inter-arm regions. Direct comparisons to M51 observations show similarities
between cloud populations, though models tailored to the mass and orbital models of M51
appear necessary to precisely reproduce the cloud population.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Star formation within galaxies is believed to take place predomi-
nantly within giant molecular clouds (GMCs). These massive com-
plexes of dense gas are observed throughout the Milky Way and
external galaxies (e.g. Rosolowsky 2007; Colombo et al. 2014a;
Rice et al. 2016). As they act as the primary star formation engines
of galaxies, it is of paramount importance to understand their for-
mation and evolution, including the possible influence of the wider
galactic-scale environment.
Observations of gas in our Milky Way galaxy offer the highest
resolution GMC sample, though are hindered by our incomplete
picture of the global spiral and bar structure. There have been nu-
merous cloud catalogues of the Milky Way over the years over the
visible galactic disc (Dame et al. 1986; Solomon & Rivolo 1989;
Heyer, Carpenter & Snell 2001; Heyer et al. 2009); see also the
⋆ E-mail: alex@astro1.sci.hokudai.ac.jp
review of Heyer & Dame (2015). GMCs are generally seen to trace
out spiral structure, particularly in the nearby Carina and Sagittar-
ius arms, with the distribution becoming more complex close to
the inner bar. Other arms such as the Perseus arm, however, are
traced much poorly by GMCs in certain regions (Roman-Duval
et al. 2010). Recently, Rice et al. (2016) composed a catalogue of
over 1000 GMCs that indicated the population changes with galactic
radius, even seeing properties vary between galactic quadrants (e.g.
cloud mass spectra slopes), likely a result of the complex barred
spiral nature of the Milky Way. Miville-Descheˆnes, Murray & Lee
(2017) create a huge cloud catalogue numbering in over 8000. They
find that clouds are loosely associated with spiral arms and they
also tend to be less well bound in both the inner disc (where the bar
dominates) and, curiously, in the 3rd quadrant.
Clouds in the LMC are seen to be associated with star-forming
complexes, indicating continued star formation, and show similar
scaling relations as those in the Milky Way (Fukui et al. 1999, 2008).
More recently, Hughes et al. (2010) observed a weak dependence of
cloud velocity dispersion with gas surface density (see also Wong
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et al. 2011). A nearby disc galaxy neighbour, M33, with a nearly
face-on projection, has also been well observed in many studies
(Engargiola et al. 2003; Rosolowsky et al. 2003, 2007; Gratier et al.
2012; Corbelli et al. 2017; Braine et al. 2018). No large asymmetry
between arm and inter-arm cloud populations is seen in M33, though
some north–south and inner–outer differences are seen (Rosolowsky
et al. 2007; Gratier et al. 2012). The borderline flocculent nature
of M33 makes it difficult to trace changes in the GMC population
back to large-scale galactic dynamics (Dobbs et al. 2018).
Observations have also been conducted of a range of galactic
types, such as spiral armed (M31; Rosolowsky 2007), dusty (M64;
Rosolowsky & Blitz 2005), and lenticular galaxies (NGC 4526;
Utomo et al. 2015). While M31 appears to have similar cloud pop-
ulations to the Milky Way, NGC 4526 displays a population that
does not trace the scaling relations seen in the Galaxy (Larson
1981). The emergence of modern facilities such as the Atacama
Large Millimeter Array has brought with it studies of GMCs across
a much greater variety of galaxies. Observations of barred spiral
galaxies show clouds in the barred/nuclear regions have higher sur-
face densities compared to their arm/inter-arm brethren (Freeman
et al. 2017; Pan & Kuno 2017; Egusa et al. 2018; Hirota et al. 2018),
with the galaxy as a whole containing a diverse cloud population
(see also Tosaki et al. 2017; Wu, Sakamoto & Pan 2017).
The M51 galaxy in particular has been a key observational tar-
get; being nearby, face-on, and the ‘poster child’ of grand design
spiral structure. Koda et al. (2009) and Koda et al. (2012) show a
clear evolutionary picture of clouds moving from inter-arm to arm
regions, with streaming motions bringing clouds together into large
associations that are sheared apart as they move downstream of the
arms (Egusa, Koda & Scoville 2011). The PAWS survey of M51
(Schinnerer et al. 2013) has presented some of the highest resolution
observations of extragalactic GMCs in Colombo et al. (2014a). They
identify over 1500 clouds and thoroughly investigate the changes in
GMCs in a number of distinct regions. They see an environmental
dependence between spiral and inter-arm structures, especially in
slopes of the GMC mass function, favouring larger clouds in the
arm regions. Clouds in the arms are also seen to have slightly higher
velocity dispersions compared to inter-arm clouds, with a modest
population of unbound clouds. Kobayashi et al. (2017) reproduce
the analytic mass functions seen in the PAWS data by assigning
different formation time-scales in arms and inter-arms as a result
of feedback from H II regions, though do not take into account the
effect of large-scale streaming and shearing flow.
Outside of M51, few interacting galaxies have been subject to a
GMC analysis. Wei, Keto & Ho (2012) detect a number of GMCs
in the overlap region of the Antennae galaxies (see also Ueda et al.
2012), displaying high-velocity dispersions resulting from the ex-
treme environment of such a collision (e.g. increased external pres-
sure and frequency of cloud–cloud collisions). Elmegreen et al.
(2017) study the interacting galaxy pair IC 2163 and NGC 2207,
and see a changing GMC population both across each galaxy and
between the two.
While observational efforts push closer into the pc regime, so do
modern numerical simulations of whole galaxies, allowing for mod-
elling of both cloud scales and the larger galactic-scale dynamics.
Both grid- and particle-based simulations of entire galactic discs
have been employed in past studies, all emphasizing the need for
stellar feedback to regulate cloud growth (Dobbs, Burkert & Pringle
2011a; Tasker, Wadsley & Pudritz 2015; Fujimoto et al. 2016; Gris-
dale et al. 2018). Cloud–cloud collisions have been given particular
attention by a number of works (Tasker & Tan 2009; Fujimoto,
Tasker & Habe 2014; Dobbs, Pringle & Duarte-Cabral 2015) and
their influence on the global cloud population.
As for the structure of a given galaxy, simulations tend to show a
definite influence on GMC properties. Hopkins, Quataert & Murray
(2012) and Nguyen et al. (2018) conduct high-resolution simula-
tions of a number of different mass model galaxies (using live stars
and static potentials) and in general do not find huge differences
between the GMC properties, which may be naively expected from
the changes in shear in different rotation curves. Spiral arms and
bars, however, appear to play a more prominent role. Simulations
of steadily rotating potentials representing bars and arms indicate
that they are crucial in gathering gas into larger GMCs (Dobbs et al.
2011a; Fujimoto et al. 2014). Simulations also tend to produce a sig-
nificant population of unbound clouds (Hopkins et al. 2012; Khoper-
skov et al. 2016), though Dobbs, Burkert & Pringle (2011b) suggest
that only small regions within clouds need be bound for the cloud to
form stars, the rest existing as an unbound envelope. Recently, Baba,
Morokuma-Matsui & Saitoh (2017) performed an analysis of GMCs
in galaxies with a steady density wave-like spiral perturbation, and a
dynamic spiral arm model. The population of GMCs is remarkably
similar between the two spiral generation mechanisms, despite their
very different origins. The main difference appears to be how the
GMCs are destroyed; as clouds leave density wave spiral arms, they
are sheared out into spur features perpendicular to the arms, which
is not seen in dynamic arms due to their co-rotation with the disc
material.
It is apparent therefore that the spiral and bar structures of galaxies
have the capacity to directly influence the properties and evolution
of GMCs within. However, there is a deficit in studies looking into
a specific spiral generation mechanism: that of tidally induced two-
armed spirals. While at first these may be a niche category of galaxy,
it is of utmost importance in terms of our modern understanding of
spiral galaxies as it offers the primary mechanism for generating
unbarred two-armed spirals, which are comparatively common in
nature (see the review of spiral arms of Dobbs & Baba 2014). The
M51 galaxy, one of the subjects for some of the highest resolu-
tion extragalactic GMC populations, is one such galactic system.
Numerous simulation efforts have looked into interacting galaxies
and their impact on the structure of stars and the ISM (Toomre &
Toomre 1972; Oh et al. 2008; Dobbs et al. 2010; Hopkins et al.
2013; Pettitt et al. 2017). However, none have looked in detail at the
GMC properties in such systems, especially with the resolution and
physics required to make inferences on the GMC population. In this
study, we aim to rectify this shortcoming by analysing the evolution
and properties of GMCs in a simulation of a galactic fly-by tidal
encounter.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we sum-
marize the interacting simulation and our GMC extraction and
analysis pipeline. In Section 3, we discuss the global results, in-
cluding how clouds change as a function of time and location
in the disc after companion passage. Section 4 includes a com-
parison of our simulation results to M51 data. We then con-
clude in Section 5. We remind the reader that this simulation
is not meant to be a perfect match to M51, and this work fo-
cuses on how the GMC population changes when a galaxy is
tidally perturbed. The orbital configuration, mass/velocity mod-
els for the galaxy are not tailored to exactly reproduce the M51
system, and M51 data are used as only a qualitative comparison
check.
MNRAS 480, 3356–3375 (2018)
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2 M E T H O D O L O G Y
2.1 Numerical simulation
We utilize the same simulation as in Pettitt et al. (2017) (hereafter
P2017), where we performed calculations of a galactic disc under
the influence of the passage of a small companion using the GASO-
LINE2 code (Wadsley, Keller & Quinn 2017). A bar-stable galaxy
is initialized with live stellar disc and bulge, dark matter halo, and
gas disc; the latter is subject to ISM heating and cooling, star for-
mation, and stellar feedback physics. After 400 Myr of isolated
evolution, a companion galaxy (a spheroidal distribution of dark
matter) approaches perigalacticon position, driving a two-armed
tidal response as it moves away from the host galaxy. Gas reso-
lution is 2000 M⊙, and the gravitational softening length is 10 pc,
effectively acting as our limits to determining the mass and radii
of potential clouds. This mass resolution is similar to that of the
study of GMCs in simulations of Dobbs et al. (2011a), but less than
more recent simulations of galactic discs in isolation (Fujimoto
et al. 2016; Baba et al. 2017) or zoom-in’s of sections of whole-
disc simulations (Duarte-Cabral & Dobbs 2016; Jin et al. 2017;
Ramo´n-Fox & Bonnell 2017). Still, this is, to the authors’ knowl-
edge, the first time a study has addressed the GMC population in
simulations of tidally induced spiral arms. See P2017 for details of
the simulation and discussion of the global evolution of the gaseous
and stellar systems. Note that our simulations take no account for
magnetic fields. There is therefore an additional means of pressure
support that is not included in the identified cloud population.
We also perform a separate simulation for which we allowed the
disc to evolve in isolation without the perturbing companion. This
simulation was evolved for a period of 600 Myr, over which time
a flocculent, many-armed spiral structure is seen. GMCs in this
calculation act as a baseline for the results shown throughout the
manuscript.
2.2 GMC extraction
Clouds are extracted from the galaxy simulation using the ‘friends-
of-friends’ approach of Dobbs et al. (2015). A subsection of gas
particles above a density threshold, ρcut, is first extracted from the
global simulation. A minimum mass of clouds is defined by the
minimum particle number within a cloud, npop. For each particle, a
neighbour search is performed within a scale length, lneigh, and if a
particle is found it is then defined as a member of the current cloud
(so long as it satisfies the density criterion). While we have three
free parameters when defining clouds, in reality ρcut and lneigh are
highly degenerate, while npop is limited by resolution and the need to
resolve cloud structure. We use a minimum of 40 particles to define
a cloud (giving a mass resolution of 8× 104 M⊙). Lower than this
and clouds are poorly resolved, and higher severely limits the cloud
population for analysis. We then choose values of lneigh = 15 pc
and ρcut = 40 cm−3. While there are equally viable choices of these
two parameters, we are interested in how the properties of clouds
change in the aftermath of a tidal disruption, and so the quantitative
determination of cloud statistics is secondary to how the global
population changes.
2.3 Cloud properties
We define the mass of a cloud, Mc, as simply the sum of the particle
masses in a given cloud. The cloud radius, Rc, is calculated from the
mean of the surface areas in three orthogonal planes (as in Fujimoto
Figure 1. Example of the definition of a cloud from the galaxy simulation.
The integrated surface density is shown in each plane, with black dots
denoting the centre of each SPH particle. The white contour defines the
surface area used for the calculation of the cloud radius.
et al. 2014). These areas are defined by a contour surrounding the
cloud with a specific surface density. See Appendix A for a detailed
discussion, and Fig. 1 for an example of a GMC identified in the
simulation. We define the 1D velocity dispersion, σ c, as
3σ 2c =
1
Ni
∑
i
(vx − vCM,x)2 + (vy − vCM,y)2 + (vz − vCM,z)2, (1)
where each velocity component of the constituent SPH particle is
re-centred to the centre of mass (CM) of the entire cloud, and Ni
is the number of gas particles in a given cloud. We quantify the
degree of how well bound a cloud is via the virial parameter, which
describes the balance between gravity and internal pressure support.
This is defined as
αvir = 5σ
2
c Rc
GMc
, (2)
where αvir = 1 defines a virialized cloud, with αvir = 2 used to
define a marginally bound cloud (e.g. Bertoldi & McKee 1992).
3 R ESULTS
3.1 Evolution of the galaxy
The structure and evolution of the perturbed galactic disc are de-
scribed in detail in P2017, so we only give a brief overview here.
The disc is initially a many-armed/flocculent disc, which has been
evolved for 400 Myr in isolation to approach a quasi-equilibrium
state. The arms in this instance are driven by gravitational instabili-
ties in the disc, referred to as dynamic spiral arms in the literature due
to their radially varying pattern speed and transient nature (Dobbs &
Baba 2014). A companion with a mass approximately 10 per cent
that of the primary then approaches on a prograde parabolic orbit
in-plane, triggering the creation of a two-armed spiral structure,
resulting in a burst of star formation. These arms proceed to wind
up about 1 Gyr after companion closest approach. Fig. 2 shows the
location of extracted GMCs in eight different times as the galaxy
responds to the companion. Clouds are coloured simply by some
identification number, which is not retained between time frames,
merely acting to distinguish clouds. Bridge and tail arms are la-
belled B and T, respectively. At all times clouds appear to be highly
coincident with spiral arms, be they those inherent to the disc or
driven by the tidal perturbation. There is also a collection of clouds
in the centre of the disc that are not strongly associated with any
morphological feature and are more randomly distributed.
3.2 Global cloud properties in the perturbed disc
The various properties of GMCs in the isolated galaxy and the
perturbed galaxy cases are shown in Fig. 3. The different panels
show the mass, velocity dispersion, and virial parameter of the
MNRAS 480, 3356–3375 (2018)
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Figure 2. Gas that constitutes clouds in eight simulation time frames, coloured by a cloud identification number. The perturbing companion moves in
clockwise from the north-east and moves away to the south-west, reaching closest approach at around 400 Myr. The bridge and tail arms are labelled as B and
T, respectively, in each panel after the companion passage.
clouds, which are colour coded by their distance from the bulge
CM of the host galaxy. Observational data for the Milky Way from
Heyer et al. (2009) and M31 from Rosolowsky (2007) are shown
as green and cyan triangles, respectively, for a comparison with the
isolated disc, and for M51 (Koda et al. 2009; Colombo et al. 2014a)
for a comparison with the perturbed case. The data for the perturbed
simulation are shown at the 700 Myr time stamp, where it shows
a similar morphology to M51, and the isolated disc is shown at
600 Myr (at the end of that simulation). Our GMCs in the isolated
disc agree relatively well with the observed data for the Milky Way
and M31, though do not push down into the same low-mass regime
for the Milky Way data due to the simulation resolution (hence the
cut-off in the mass plot in the top panel at 8× 104 M⊙).
The data from the PAWS survey (Colombo et al. 2014a) span
similar velocity dispersions and virial parameters as the simulated
data, but favour somewhat higher masses than the simulation data.
We attribute this to the surface density in the simulation being lower
than that of M51. Mean values for surface density in the simula-
tion in the disc are 10–20 M⊙ pc−2, while M51 shows gas surface
densities in the range of 10–100 M⊙ pc−2 (Hitschfeld et al. 2009;
Meidt et al. 2013). The GMCs of (Koda et al. 2009) appear to trace
a different region of parameter space than the PAWS or simulated
data, though this is likely due to the coarser resolution and thus a
catalogue rich in massive GMAs (giant molecular associations).
The isolated and perturbed populations do appear different, with
the perturbed disc pushing to higher masses and velocity disper-
sions, thus favouring a more unbound cloud population. The sig-
nificance of these differences will be discussed later in this section.
A number of clouds lie on/around the stability limit in all cases,
0.5 < αvir < 2, though there are clearly many that appear unbound,
which has also been noted in observational and theoretical studies
(Rosolowsky 2007; Dobbs et al. 2011b). There is also a trend with
the higher velocity dispersion clouds being at smaller galactic radii
in the simulated data, resulting in a higher virial parameter closer
to the galactic centre. This is likely a result of the kinematically
hot stellar bulge that dominates the central mass distribution of the
galaxy.
In Fig. 4, we show the fraction of gas in the galaxy that is con-
tained within GMCs (fc, top) and the total number of clouds (mid-
dle) as a function of time. There is a clear increase in the amount
of gas contained within clouds soon after perigalacticon passage
(400 Myr), which reaches a peak at 600 Myr, when the spiral arms
reach their peak strength and almost all GMCs lie within the two
main arm features. This then drops down as the spiral arms begin
to wind up, though does not reach pre-interaction levels in the time
frame explored here. The number of GMCs however does not in-
crease in the same manner as fc. Nc stays at approximately 1000 for
up to 600 Myr, only dropping down after this period when the arms
are winding up. The cloud population drops to around 700 in the
later stages and appears to reach an approximate floor that coincides
with the levelling off of fc. In each panel of Fig. 4, we show a shaded
region of parameter space. This corresponds to the range of GMC
properties that is exhibited by an isolated disc when evolved with
no external perturbation (over a time period of 400 Myr). The trends
shown by fc and Nc clearly show deviations away from the isolated
population.
To understand what drives the increase in fc, we show a zoom-in
of the tail arm in the disc in Fig. 5, shortly after closest approach
when the GMCs host almost 10 per cent of the disc gas. GMCs are
shown as cyan points, sizes indicating their mass, and velocity field
lines are overplotted as red arrows, with a single contour of stellar
surface density to illustrate the arm locations. Clear departures from
circular rotation can be seen in the velocity field around the spiral
arms, especially clear near (+ 5, −6) kpc. The cloud-front resides
preferentially on the convex side of the arm. Streaming motions
appear to drive gas tangentially along an arm once it enters for a
MNRAS 480, 3356–3375 (2018)
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Figure 3. GMC properties in the disc when isolated (left) and post-
interaction (right). The green and cyan triangles indicate the GMC data
from Heyer et al. (2009) and Rosolowsky (2007), while the grey squares
and yellow diamonds show the data of Colombo et al. (2014a) and Koda
et al. (2009). GMCs are colour coded by their distance from the centre of
mass of the galactic bulge. The dashed line in the top panel indicates clouds
with a fixed surface density of 50 M⊙ pc2, and in the bottom panel indicates
the limiting value of αvir = 1.
period of time, allowing the accretion of material into large GMCs.
This orbital-crowding accumulation of gaseous material is what
is driving the peak in fc in Fig. 4 at 600 Myr, with velocity fields
appearing much more circularized at later times as the arms decrease
in strength, causing fc to drop back down.
The bottom panel of Fig. 4 highlights a possible reason for the
steady decay of Nc. This panel shows the galactic radius that con-
tains half the total number of GMCs at a given time, summed from
the centre outwards (R0.5Nc ). Changes in this value indicate migra-
tion of the cloud population outwards or inwards. A small increase
is seen at early times due to the immediate tidal attraction. At later
times the cloud population begins to move inwards, indicating a
migration/inflow of dense gas regions to smaller radii and a gen-
eral contraction of the gas disc. This migration would result in the
merger of clouds in the inner disc, acting to lower Nc without neces-
sarily changing fc, and Fig. 4 does show a correspondence between
the drop in Nc and R0.5Nc after 600 Myr. Non-axisymmetric fea-
Figure 4. Time series of the fraction of gas within GMCs (fc, top), the
number of GMCs over the course of the simulation (Nc, middle), and the
radius that contains half of Nc added cumulatively from the galactic centre
(R0.5Nc , bottom). Closest approach occurs at approximately 400 Myr.
Figure 5. Velocity field lines around the tail arm at 600 Myr. GMCs are
shown as cyan circles, with sizes corresponding to their masses. The blue
contour illustrates the location of the stellar arms.
tures have been known to induce radial migration such as this in
simulations of galaxies (Sellwood & Binney 2002; Fujimoto et al.
2016; Pettitt, Tasker & Wadsley 2016). The isolated disc values
of R0.5Nc vary by about 0.5 kpc, which almost encompasses the
peak at 550 Myr in the perturbed disc properties, but is well out of
range of the drop at later times while the spiral arms are winding
up.
To further hone-in on the evolution of the clouds, we show a
number of histograms of cloud properties in Fig. 6. Each column
shows histograms of Mc, Rc, αvir, and σ c, with each row showing
a different time frame. The properties of the 300 Myr snapshot,
when the system is effectively in isolation, are repeated as the or-
ange outline in each panel. The properties between the 300 and
400 Myr time stamps are effectively the same, confirming the sys-
tem is in equilibrium in terms of cloud properties when in isolation.
MNRAS 480, 3356–3375 (2018)
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Figure 6. Histograms of GMC radii, virial parameter, masses, and velocity dispersion as a function of time (increasing downwards). The orange outline
indicates the properties at 300 Myr when the system is effectively in isolation. In the top right is the p-value for the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test applied to the
distribution of each GMC property compared to that at 300 Myr.
After perigalacticon passage, there is then a shift in properties of
the clouds. The mass of clouds tends to push up into the high-mass
regime, and reduce the lower mass population over the course of
the simulation. The radii of the clouds also increase over time,
with a steady decrease in the quantity of smaller clouds. The ve-
locity dispersion of the clouds shows the strongest change after
the interaction, with the population of clouds with only small ve-
locity dispersions (σ ≤ 4 km s−1) being severely reduced. These
changes result in clouds that appear to be bound much weaker than
in the isolated case, seen in reduction of clouds with low values
of αvir.
To test for the statistical significance of the properties at different
times, we perform Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests1 on each data set in
Fig. 6 comparing each histogram to the data at the 300 Myr time
frame when the system is in isolation. p-values for this test are given
in the top right of each figure. As expected, the 400 Myr time frame
appears to be drawn from the same distribution as that at 300 Myr, as
1This tests whether two samples are drawn from the same distribution us-
ing differences in cumulative distributions, with the p-value indicating the
significance to which you can reject the null hypothesis that the samples are
statistically different.
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Figure 7. Plot of various diagnostics of GMC and spiral arms over time.
Top panel shows the maximum power of the A2 mode in the old spiral arms.
The second panel shows the fraction of high-mass (> 106 M⊙) and low-
mass (< 105 M⊙) clouds. The third panel shows the gradient of the slope of
the mass function of clouds (left-hand panels of Fig. 6), while the bottom
panel shows the slope of the cdf of the mass function for Mc > 105.5 M⊙.
Uncertainties in fits were estimated from bootstrap sampling and taking the
standard deviation of the fitted gradients.
one would hope given the system remains unperturbed at this time.
As the system evolves the p-values lower dramatically, indicating
statistically significant changes in the GMC properties, especially
the distributions of αvir and σ . Similar histograms were made for the
GMCs of the isolated disc, and show only minor changes between
time frames. This is supported by corresponding KS-tests, which
had p-values of 0.4–0.9 between different time frames for all four
measured parameters.
The net result of the interaction therefore appears to generate
larger and more massive clouds structures along tidal arms. How-
ever, the tidal perturbation induces large non-circular motions in the
gas, which are manifested by higher velocity dispersions and clouds
that are less well bound than their brethren in the isolated galaxy.
3.3 Changes in the cloud mass function
It is important to better understand how the cloud mass function is
changing, as presented in the previous section. In Fig. 7, we show
some diagnostics of this change in GMCs. In the top panel, we show
the strength of the spiral arms over time. This is calculated from the
peak power of the A2 component of the Fourier decomposition over
2 kpc < R < 10 kpc for the entire ‘old’ (present at t= 0 Myr) stellar
population, which is an often-used proxy for arm and bar strength.
As expected, the amplitude of the arms rises fast and slowly decays
after the closest approach of the companion. In the second-from-top
panel, we show the fraction of clouds in a certain mass range. The
blue line shows the fraction of low-mass clouds (< 105 M⊙) and
the red line shows the population of high-mass clouds (> 106 M⊙).
Clearly, there is a preference for an increase in the population of
high-mass clouds, and the destruction of low-mass clouds as a result
of the spiral perturbation. Low-mass clouds seem to continually
disappear, even as the spiral dissipates, whereas high-mass clouds
experience an initial boost in number and then level off once the
spiral starts to wind up and disappear. This continued reduction
in low-mass clouds is likely due to the spiral arms continually
sweeping up smaller clouds into larger complexes. Despite the spiral
dissipating at later times, there is a still a large degree of structure
in armlets, branches, and filaments, which have wound up much
tighter than the initial strong spiral. As such, smaller clouds in the
inter-arms quickly encounter overdense regions after leaving an
arm, hindering the ability of the disc to maintain a low-mass cloud
population.
It should be noted that the smallest clouds are on the threshold of
our identification routine. As such, it could be possible that slight
dynamical changes in the galaxy may induce a large difference in
this population of borderline-defined clouds due to our resolution,
which may play a part in accentuating trends in the low-mass cloud
population.
In the third panel of Fig. 7, we show the gradient of the mass
spectra that are shown in the left column of Fig. 6, using only the
moderate- to high-mass regime (> 105 M⊙) where the slope of the
population appears near-linear in log space. We fit a simple 1st-
order polynomial to the slope in this regime, and plot the gradient
as a function of time. Lower values of this gradient (more negative)
indicate a steeper mass function and a higher relative fraction of
low-mass clouds. The slope can clearly be seen to flatten as the spi-
ral arms increase in strength, though maintains the same level once
the spiral begins to wind up, indicating the cloud population is irre-
vocably changed after the tidal perturbation. It is expected that the
cloud population would return to the original distribution eventu-
ally, though we only ran our calculation for 1.2 Gyr at which point
there were still clear residual features caused by the interaction.
While grand design two-armed spiral structures tend to dissipate
after about 1 Gyr (Oh, Kim & Lee 2015; Pettitt et al. 2016), gas
migration and the reduced global gas reservoir caused by the boost
in star formation may mean the GMC population will never truly
return to that pre-interaction. Other simulations in the literature that
ran for much longer time periods also show discs displaying al-
tered morphologies many Gyr after such an interaction (e.g. Struck,
Dobbs & Hwang 2011; Pettitt & Wadsley 2018).
In the bottom panel, we show the gradient of the cumulative mass
spectra, which is often measured by observational works. We fit the
truncated power-law distribution of the form
N (M ′ > Mc) = N0
[(
Mc
M0
)γ+1
− 1
]
, (3)
for clouds below some mass M′ . γ is the slope of the mass function,
with higher values indicating dense gas resides more in high-mass
clouds, and lower values indicating a preference for a lower mass
population (Williams & McKee 1997). We fit this function to our
GMC populations, keeping N0 and M0 as free parameters;2 see
Rosolowsky (2005) for a discussion of their significance. We use
the data in the mass range of log Mc > 5.5 for this fitting procedure,
2We use the Nelder–Mead simplex algorithm in PYTHON’s SCIPY package and
a χ2 minimizing statistic. The results of this fitting procedure are given in
Appendix B.
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with lower cloud masses nearing our resolution limit and higher
values requiring a fit to a substantially limited cloud population
(the order of 10 s of clouds) making the fit quite susceptible to a
single evolving massive cloud. The values of γ in Fig. 7 confirm
that of the previous panel, in that the cloud mass spectrum moves
up to higher masses after the passage of the companion. The values
initially start quite low, similar to values of the inter-arm regions of
M51 from Colombo et al. (2014a), who fit their GMC mass spectra
to equation (3) in different regions of the disc. M33 also shows
low values of γ in Rosolowsky (2005), who reported a value of
−2.9± 0.4, though other studies have reported higher values closer
to−2.0 (Rosolowsky et al. 2007; Gratier et al. 2012). Interestingly,
Wong et al. (2011) see large variations in values of γ for the same
data set of clouds in the LMC, depending on how the clouds are
defined and how the disc is decomposed. This seems a recurring
theme, with many observations of the same galaxy offering quite
different values for γ , questioning its robustness as a metric of
a given cloud population (see the discussion in Elmegreen et al.
2017). Note that when the disc is in isolation, it exhibits material
arm-like structures with a steep power-law slope compared to the
more wave-like arm features after isolation. This is also seen in the
decomposition of the M51 disc by Colombo et al. (2014a), who
separate arm regions in material and density wave arm components.
3.4 Cloud properties in different environments
3.4.1 Variation of cloud properties with location
In Fig. 8, we show the positions of clouds at eight different time
stamps in the simulation, plotted in radius-azimuth space in the
disc. Clouds are coloured by αvir, with a value of 2 indicated by
the white points, red being highly unbound and blue indicating
bound clouds. The sizes of the clouds indicate their relative mass
on a linear scale. Pre-interaction there is a significant quantity of
well-bound clouds, mostly in the mid-outer disc. The spiral arms
host a population of unbound clouds at this time, with the inter-
arm regions dominated by the highly bound clouds. Clouds within
the potential of a dynamic spiral pattern are likely still in an early
stage of their lives, having not yet achieved a bound state. Once
the arm dissipates these clouds are sheared away or shed mass via
feedback until only bound cores remain, leading the inter-arms to be
dominated by bound clouds (see also Section 3.4.2). The clouds in
the inner disc appear highly unbound. This is the bulge-dominated
region, which supplies an extra component of velocity dispersion to
the clouds, keeping them from remaining bound for long periods.
Similar plots of the isolated simulation over 600 Myr show no
discernible changes from the cloud population shown in the top left
of Fig. 8.
At 600 Myr the tidal interaction has created a strong two-arm spi-
ral arm pattern, a bridge arm pointing to the perturber, and a tail arm
on the other side of the disc. Clouds are now highly coincident with
the spirals in the mid/outer disc. The arms predominantly contain
numerous unbound clouds, with arm clouds reaching much higher
masses than in the isolated disc. There still exists a population of
well-bound inter-arm clouds, seen clearest on the concave side (up-
stream) of the bridge arm (|θ | > 120◦, R > 4 kpc), seen also in
Fig. 2. The tail arm (centred around−40◦) contains a population of
bound clouds beyond 10 kpc, which is not as evident as bridge arm
or at smaller radii. This coincides with the accumulation of dense
gas and burst-like star formation episode discussed in P2017 that is
seen in the tail but not the bridge arm at that given time. Differences
between cloud populations from arm to arm in bisymmetric spiral
galaxies could thus act as a diagnostic of spiral structure genera-
tion in high-resolution observations, as they could hint at a tidal
progenitor seeding the spiral features.
At 800 Myr the spiral arms have wound up considerably, and
there seems to be a greater amount of well-bound clouds in the
arms, though still only a few inter-arm clouds. Overly massive,
loosely bound clouds appear less numerous than immediately after
the interaction (i.e. at 600/700 Myr), though still more so than in
the isolated disc case. The spiral arms triggered by the interaction
continue to offer safe havens for loosely bound clouds, several
galactic rotations after the companion’s closest approach.
We quantify the shear in the disc as a function of position to
highlight its role in creating/destroying clouds. We use Oort’s A
constant as a measure of shear in the galactic disc, where A is given
by
A = 1
2
(
Vc
R
− dVc
dR
)
= −R
2
d(
dR
, (4)
where ( is the angular velocity of disc material and Vc is the cir-
cular velocity. Fig. 9 shows maps of A in the gas (top) and stars
(bottom) for the 700 Myr time frame when the arms are still strong
and clearly disconnected from the companion. We overplot the lo-
cations of GMCs using the same colour and size scheme as in Fig. 8.
Values of shear agree very well with those calculated by Miyamoto,
Nakai & Kuno (2014) for M51 (their fig. 14), with negative val-
ues tracing spiral arms and higher positive values in the inter-arm
regions. More significantly, we see a clear trend in low-shear re-
gions correlating with the location of GMCs, with higher shear (A>
20 km s−1 kpc−1) in the inter-arm regions. This is especially clear in
the gas, where shear reaches very high values in the inter-arms, and
the low-shearing regions lie almost exactly along the GMC over-
densities. Some GMCs do exist within the high-shear regions; these
include some of lowest mass and most well-bound clouds, with the
large complexes of massive GMCs in the arms being too loosely
bound to survive passage into these high-shear regimes. This is in
agreement with Miyamoto et al. (2014), who, using the GMC data
of Koda et al. (2009), find that the largest cloud complexes (GMAs)
can only exist in the low-shear arms and the higher shear regions
are populated with much smaller clouds. Meidt et al. (2015) also
infer that shear in M51 is the primary driver of cloud death in the
inter-arm regions, with feedback playing a larger role in the outer
disc. While the stellar shear in the simulation is in general agree-
ment with the gas shear, there is a weaker correlation between the
low-shear regions and the GMC population. In particular, there are
a few regions of low-stellar shear with no associated GMCs, as well
as a clear offset in all regions (see P2017 for a detailed discussion
of offsets in this simulation).
It should be noted that there are two massive, clearly unbound
clouds in the inter-arm regions in Fig. 9. These clouds appear to
be bound primarily by stellar material, which has formed a self-
gravitating clump that survives spiral arm passage. As such, the
value of the virial parameter does not fully describe the dynamical
state of such a gas, even though it does continue to form stars.
To better understand the role of shear, we show how GMC prop-
erties directly relate to shear in Fig. 10. The lower panels show A
plotted against cloud mass, with GMCs coloured by the viral pa-
rameter (using the same colour scheme as Fig. 8). We show clouds
at galactic radii>2 kpc to highlight the impact of shear in arm/inter-
arm regions. In the top panels, the GMCs are binned by local shear,
with filled bins showing the GMCs of all masses. The solid outlined
histogram shows high-mass clouds (Mc > 105.5 M⊙), and dashed
histograms show only lower mass clouds (Mc < 105.5 M⊙). Left
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Figure 8. Cloud positions in eight 100 Myr time frames in radius-azimuthal position. Points are coloured by αvir parameter, centred on αvir = 2, with sizes
linearly proportional to Mc.
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Figure 9. Maps of galactic shear as a function of radial and azimuthal
position after 700 Myr of evolution. The top panel shows a map of shear, A,
in the gas and the bottom panel shows A for stars. GMCs are plotted with
the same colour/size scheme as used in Fig. 8.
Figure 10. The relationship between GMC mass and local shear for the
isolated disc (left) and the perturbed disc (right, the same data as Fig. 9). In
the lower panels, the mass of clouds versus the local gas shear is plotted for
all GMCs outside of R > 2 kpc, with points coloured by virial parameter,
using the same colour scheme as Fig. 8. Dashed lines indicate the range
of shear in the inter-arm regions. The top panel shows clouds binned by
shear, but separated into low- and high-mass cloud populations (split by
log Mc/M⊙ = 5.5).
Figure 11. Locations of unbound (αvir > 3, left) and well-bound (αvir ≤
1.5, right) clouds during peak spiral strength. Points are coloured using same
scale as Fig. 8.
and right columns show the GMC population in the isolated disc
and perturbed disc, respectively. The isolated GMCs show a popula-
tion of clouds that are distributed across a range of shears, with both
high- and low-mass clouds being distributed across similar levels
of shear. However, the perturbed disc shows some clear differences.
The strong asymmetric structure creates more regions of low shear,
which is associated with the higher cloud masses. The high-mass
GMCs in this region are clearly more loosely bound than the clouds
in higher shear regions, which are instead dominated by less mas-
sive and more well-bound clouds. The binned data in the upper
right-hand panel clearly show that the high-mass cloud population
preferentially inhabits the low-shear regime, with the data centred
about A = 0 km s−1 kpc−1. The lower mass cloud population peaks
around A = 8 km s−1 kpc−1, similar to the clouds in the isolated
disc.
In Fig. 11, we show the locations of only unbound (αvir > 3,
left) and well-bound (αvir ≤ 1.5, right) clouds, immediately during
and after peak spiral response. There is a clear correlation between
unbound clouds and the spiral arms. However, the bound clouds tend
to show a much weaker correspondence with the spiral arms, with
many appearing in the inter-arm regions. By tracking the history
of the gas in some of these well-bound clouds, we observe that
while some of these inter-arm clouds appear to be the remnants of
the large unbound arm complexes (e.g. Fig. 12 and Appendix C),
others seemed to have been formed in situ from small overdensities
in filaments and arm spurs. A detailed cloud-tracking analysis seems
warranted to further study the individual cloud evolution, but is
beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 12. Plot showing the evolution of a cloud and its constituent gas particles. The target cloud (Cloud1) is defined at )t = 0 Myr by the blue particles.
Coloured points show any GMCs that contain any number of particles that were or will be part of this cloud at )t = 0 Myr, i.e. the donor and inheritor clouds.
White circles indicate the history and evolution of the actual gas particles that define Cloud1. Yellow stars indicate stars formed in Cloud1 5 Myr after the time
of definition. Black stars show the centre of mass of any cloud shown, with the numbers above indicating the values of log Mc/M⊙ (bold) and αvir for the
cloud at that time. Cloud1 is mid-way on a primary arm at 700 Myr, and appears to show the interplay between two/three distinct gas complexes, pushed apart
by feedback and eventually drifting apart.
3.4.2 A closer look at a number of select clouds
To better understand the cloud evolution, we track several of the
larger clouds in our sample as they evolve throughout the disc.
Similar analyses were performed by Dobbs & Pringle (2013) for
density-wave-like spirals and Baba et al. (2017) for dynamic spirals.
In Figs 12 and C1–C8, we show top-down maps of the gas in the
perturbed disc as it evolves into a GMC. The coloured background
indicates gas surface density. Coloured markers show any GMC that
contains gas that will or did constitute the targeted GMC (donor and
inheritor clouds), which is defined in the fourth time frame ()t= 0,
the only cloud shown in this panel). Above each cloud, we indicate
the virial parameter and mass,αvir and log10(Mc/M⊙), with the latter
indicated by bold font. In the panel immediately after )t = 0 Myr,
we show the newly formed stars in the disc from the target cloud
as yellow starred symbols. White circles indicate the positions of
gas particles that make up the target cloud at )t = 0. Black starred
symbols show the position of the centre of mass of each cloud.
The only selection criterion for these tracked clouds is that they
are in the higher mass range, Mc > 105.8M⊙, and exist at 700 Myr.
We have shown only a single example of evolution here and show
additional examples of clouds in Appendix C.
Cloud1 in Fig. 12 is located on one of the two primary arms,
around the mid-disc radially where inter-arm densities are moderate
compared to the outer disc and there appears a decent survival rate of
GMCs as they leave the spiral. A cloud can be seen that approaches
a large gas reservoir at)t=−10 Myr, which triggers the formation
of a smaller cloud at−5 Myr, which then combine to a single, well-
bound cloud (though still not virialized). This cloud is quite small
in size, and the resulting clustered star formation appears to split the
cloud into three smaller objects. These resultant clouds accumulate
Figure 13. Left: the star formation efficiency, ϵSF as a function of αvir and
mass (size of points) for our nine example clouds. Right: the locations of
these clouds, using the same colours for each cloud as the left-hand panel,
overplotted on the dense gas surface density.
much of the surrounding gas, though it appears that towards the last
time stamp the clouds are slowly succumbing to shear and drifting
apart as they move into the inter-arm region.
The remaining clouds shown in Figs C1–C8 illustrate a remark-
able diversity of cloud evolution, some forming in isolation, some
from clear two-cloud interactions. The reader is encouraged to turn
to Appendix C if they are interested in the detailed cloud evolution-
ary histories.
Star formation efficiencies were estimated for each of our exam-
ple clouds over a period of 5 Myr by simply dividing the total mass
of stars formed from the component gas particles by the total mass
of the cloud. This star formation efficiency is shown in Fig. 13 for
the tracked clouds. On the left is plotted the star formation efficiency
versus the virial parameter measured at the start of the time period
used to measure the efficiency. Sizes indicate the cloud masses. In
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the right-hand panel, the locations of each of the GMCs in the disc
are shown, with colours consistent between the two panels. Clouds
are selected from across the disc, including both arms and a single
cloud in the inner disc. There is, surprisingly, no correlation be-
tween GMCs in similar regions. For instance, clouds 1, 7, and 8 are
in the same arm region but are quite different in terms of ϵSF and
αvir. There is also no correlation with where αvir is highest, with
clouds 3 and 4 being very close in the same arm and yet having
strikingly different αvir. The only trend appears to be with the high-
est efficiency clouds being located in some of the densest gas in an
arm (e.g. Cloud7, 2, 4, and 3), with the medium- to low-efficiency
clouds either in low-density regions of an arm (Cloud6 or 5) or off
arm entirely (Cloud9).
These star formation efficiencies range from 1 per cent to as
high as 8 per cent, but there appears to be no global correlation
to αvir nor to Mc. However, most of this discrepancy lies with the
three highly unbound clouds (Cloud1, Cloud8, and Cloud9), with
the remaining clouds with 1 < αvir < 3 showing hints of a linear
trend of ϵSF correlating with αvir, but still seemingly consistent with
random scatter. As such, it appears that the virial parameter is a poor
indicator for the star-forming capacity of these clouds. It may be
more suited to describing the individual star-forming cores within
a cloud, as it can be seen that at +5 Myr there are numerous small
clouds that are formed from target clouds after their definition at
)t = 0 Myr (see Figs C1–C8). A more concise assessment of such
trends would require a detailed decomposition into different regions
which is beyond the scope of this work.
3.5 Changes in cloud morphology
As the tidal force disrupts the galactic disc, clouds are swept into
the long bisymmetric spiral pattern. Visual inspection suggests that
these GMCs may be different in morphology compared to those in
isolation, displaying slight elongations along the strong tidal spiral
arms. In Fig. 14, we show changes in the oblateness of clouds at three
different stages in the simulation; just prior to interaction (400 Myr),
at peak spiral response (700 Myr), and after the companion has long
left the system (1000 Myr). The oblateness is determined by the ratio
of the GMC radii calculated in different planes. Rx, y is the radius
measured when slicing through the x, y plane, measured at the value
of z corresponding to the centre of mass of the cloud. 2Rx, y/(Rx, z +
Ry, z) therefore defines the asymmetry in the cloud volume with
respect to the plane of the galactic rotational angular momentum
vector. The vertical dashed line indicates clouds that are effectively
spherically symmetric. The data in the upper histogram show that
the clouds are preferentially flattened in the z-axis, showing a larger
value of Rx, y compared to measured in other axes (see the oblateness
in other directions in the middle and bottom panels). This general
trend persists even in the post-interaction period. However, in the
later time frames (500 and 800 Myr), there is a very slight shift
of clouds to higher values of oblateness in the x–y plane, both in
reducing the low and increasing the high-value tails. While clouds
may be changing morphologically in the presence of the large-
scale streaming motions induced by companion passage, the data in
Fig. 14 seem insufficient to fully support this idea (KS-tests between
pre- and post-interaction data give p-values of the order of 0.02,
significantly higher than the changes in Mc or αvir). Previous studies
have also seen differences in cloud morphology in the presence
of spiral arms, with Duarte-Cabral & Dobbs (2017) seeing large
filamentary structures just upstream in simulations of density wave-
driven spiral arms.
Figure 14. Histogram of the fraction of clouds of a given oblateness at three
different time frames in the simulation, measured as the ratio between the
measured surface areas in different orthogonal planes. The vertical dashed
line indicates clouds that are effectively spherically symmetric.
A simple calculation of the Jacobi/Roche radii of the GMCs
with respect to the companion indicates that even the largest clouds
are half the size required to experience tidal destruction effects
at 400 Myr when the companion is closest, and a tenth that at
later times (700/1000 Myr), implying that tidal forces from the
companion are not playing a direct role in shaping the clouds.
To further investigate the impact of the tidal perturbation on the
internal cloud structure, we calculated the z-component of the angu-
lar momentum for the clouds as the simulation evolved. Simulations
of isolated discs and observations of external galaxies indicate that
while most clouds rotate in a prograde manner with disc rotation,
there is also a significant population of clouds with retrograde ro-
tation (Rosolowsky et al. 2003; Dobbs 2008; Tasker & Tan 2009;
Tasker et al. 2015). We see a fraction of retrograde clouds of around
25 per cent of the total cloud population when the disc is in isolation,
which then rises to 31 per cent when the spiral is at peak strength,
dropping down to pre-interaction values at the end of the simulation.
This hints that the clouds are likely experiencing a greater degree
of cloud–cloud collisions as a result of a spiral-arm perturbation,
which can disrupt clouds into a rotation direction opposed to the
net galactic rotation (see Appendix C for examples of clouds under-
going collisions/mergers). Similar results are seen in Dobbs et al.
(2011a), who compare cloud rotations with and without an imposed
rigidly rotating spiral potential.
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Figure 15. Cumulative distribution of M51 GMC masses from Colombo
et al. (2014a) (left) and Koda et al. (2009) (right). Data have been decom-
posed into the arm definitions of Egusa et al. (2017).
4 C O M PA R I S O N TO O B S E RVAT I O N S O F M 5 1
We now compare our GMC catalogue with data obtained from ob-
servations of M51. We use the PAWS survey catalogue taken from
Colombo et al. (2014a) and the CARMA-derived catalogue of Koda
et al. (2009). The latter uses data from CO J = 1 − 0 survey of the
entire M51 disc (6 arcmin× 8.4 arcmin) to a resolution of 160 pc
to identify a catalogue of 1071 GMCs with a spatial resolution of
160 pc. The PAWS survey is a 40 pc resolution survey of CO J =
1− 0 within a narrower field of view focussing only on the inner arm
region (4.5 arcmin× 2.8 arcmin), identifying 1508 clouds, offering
the largest extragalactic GMC catalogue to date. However, Colombo
et al. (2014a) use a highly segregated categorization for their GMCs,
including many different regions of a single arm. We instead cat-
egorize their data according to the definition used in Egusa et al.
(2017) where the disc is divided into Arm1 (tail arm), Arm2 (bridge
arm, connecting to M51b), inter-arm regions, and inner disc. The
cumulative histogram of the masses is shown in Fig. 15. Note that
clouds from the PAWS catalogue are limited to R < 6 kpc, and we
have chosen to limit our cloud catalogue to R < 4 arcmin in the
Koda et al. (2009) data set. The latter is because clouds further out
are outside of the arm definition in Egusa et al. (2017) and arm
structures begin to stray from a log-spiral structure due to their in-
creasing proximity to NGC 5195. The arms host the largest number
of clouds in both data sets, with the inner disc having a similar dis-
tribution to the arm/central regions but harbouring fewer mid-mass
(≈105 M⊙) clouds in comparison. Arm2 also appears to harbour
higher mass clouds than Arm1 in both data sets.
In Fig. 16, we show our simulated GMC catalogue at four differ-
ent times sub-divided into similar categories as Fig. 15. Four time
frames are shown due to the time-varying nature of both the galaxy
and the cloud population. We use the arm definition of P2017, see
their figs 10 and 11 and text for arm definition details. We do not
use the exact same definition as Egusa et al. (2017) for two reasons.
The first is that the evolving system is quite hard to fit with one
underlying model, with arms wrapping up and branching over time.
The second is that the disc is not morphologically a perfect match
to M51. The spiral arms do not penetrate as far into the centre of
the model as the real M51, but do propagate to larger radii, due to
the choice of rotation curve (see Pettitt & Wadsley 2018, for the
impact of different rotation curves on tidal spiral properties). We
use the same nomenclature and denote Arm2 as the bridge arm that
connects to the companion at closest approach.
The GMCs in the simulated disc show some similarities to the
observed data. Most notably the inter-arm regions have the lowest
fraction of high-mass GMCs, consistent with the observed clouds,
Figure 16. Cumulative distribution of GMC masses categorized by region
form the tidal spiral simulation presented in this work at four different time
frames. Arm1/2 being analogous to Arm1/2 in Fig. 15, with a similarly
defined inter-arm and central region.
especially at later times (750 Myr). The arms tend to have the
higher fraction of high-mass clouds, with a slight preference for
Arm2 hosting the most massive clouds at 700/750 Myr, which is
consistent with the observational data (especially that of Koda et al.
2009). The simulation does not capture the low-mass end of the
GMC distribution, which is due to the resolution of the simulation
limiting the minimum extractable GMC mass. Azimuthally aver-
aged gas surface densities range from 2 to 30 M⊙ pc−2 from 0 to
10 kpc, whereas the total gas surface density in the real M51 reaches
somewhat higher values; 6–70 M⊙ pc−2 over the same radial range
(Schuster et al. 2007). As such, surface densities, and indeed the
surface profile itself, have not been tailored to match M51 explic-
itly; it is not surprising that our simulated cloud population does not
exactly match that of M51.
One difference between the simulated and observed data is that
the simulated clouds do not reach the higher masses seen in M51. A
possible explanation for this could simply be the overlap of emission
in the observed M51 clouds, with resolution being a known factor in
determining cloud distributions (e.g. Pineda, Rosolowsky & Good-
man 2009; Leroy et al. 2016). However, the mean cloud separation
ranges from 100 to 150 pc (with lower values in the perturbed disc
compared to the isolated one), larger than the PAWS resolution
(40 pc), so this is unlikely to be the case. We believe it is primarily
the lower total gas budget in the simulated galaxy that is responsible
for the lower cloud masses compared to observations.
We remind the reader that our simulations do not take into account
molecular gas, so direct comparisons to observed clouds properties,
which are based off molecular emission, should not be expected to
agree exactly (e.g. observed mass profiles should be increased to
around × 2; Tasker & Tan 2009).
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have analysed a simulation of a tidally perturbed disc galaxy
with the aim of identifying changes in the GMC population as a re-
sult of the interaction. We find that the cloud population undergoes
noticeable changes compared to the disc in isolation. The cloud
population exhibits a reduction in the small, low-mass, well-bound
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clouds after the interaction, continuing to change well after the
companion has passed closest approach. This results in the aver-
age cloud being more massive and also less well bound than their
isolated counterparts. As such, clouds with αvir > 2 are not uncom-
mon, as the biggest change the interaction induces is to increase the
velocity dispersion of the clouds. The slope of the mass function
therefore flattens to favour a high-mass cloud population. Small
clouds are seemingly agglomerated into large unbound complexes
as gas streams into the spiral arms, resulting in a dearth of smaller
and well-bound clouds that are more common in the pre-interaction
case. The interaction also increases the fraction of the galactic gas
reservoir contained within the clouds, though the post-interaction
phase also sees a gradual drop in the number of clouds. The latter
appears to be a result of the reduced time clouds spend within inter-
arm regions as the spiral arms wind up, and the gradual inflow of
gas/clouds into the galactic centre.
The tidal spiral arms offer safe havens for massive cloud growth
by shielding them from the strong shear inherent to the differentially
rotating disc. As such, the arms host the high-mass and poorly bound
clouds almost exclusively, while well-bound clouds can survive
the more dangerous inter-arm regions, and are poorer tracers of
the underlying spiral pattern. By tracking a few example clouds,
it is seen that their evolution history is highly diverse. Some are
slowly grown from neighbouring gas accumulation, others from
collisions with nearby clouds or converging filaments. Clouds can
be destroyed abruptly from stellar feedback, or dissipated more
slowly as they leave the spiral arms. There appears however to
be little correspondence to the star formation efficiency and virial
parameter in these example clouds, nor even to their locations such
as within the same arm.
Comparisons to the GMC catalogues of the tidally interacting
spiral M51 show several similarities, though not an exact match.
Both simulations and observations see a preference of more mas-
sive clouds in the arms, with observations tending to favour the
bridge arm as harbouring the most massive clouds. In our simu-
lation, the two arms seem to change in terms of hosting the most
massive clouds, though the time stamp at 300 Myr after perigalac-
ticon passage shows close similarities to the GMCs in M51’s arms
(and also a similar by-eye morphology). In light of this, a future
study is in preparation focused on creating higher resolution sim-
ulations specifically tailored to model the M51 system (adapting
the M51 model of Dobbs et al. 2010), where we aim to quantita-
tively compare simulated cloud catalogues to the observed cloud
population.
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A PPENDIX A: CAL CULAT ING GMC RADII
We tried numerous approaches for how to define the radius of a
GMC boundary. The first and simplest approach was simply to de-
fine the radius as half the maximum distance between the GMC gas
particles. While this gave what appeared to be a reasonable value,
it was sensitive to the occasional outlying particle. The second was
to bound the cloud particles with a convex hull using the QHULL
algorithm (Barber, Dobkin & Huhdanpaa 2013) or a concave hull
using a Delaunary alpha-shape (Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick & Seidel
1983), in 2D or 3D. However, due to the nature of SPH, the ‘elastic
band’ approach of such hulls meant that much of the particle mass
was outside of the cloud volume, leading to what appeared to be
underestimates of the cloud radius. We finally settled on a simpler
approach, whereby we re-construct a 3D volume containing only the
SPH particles defining the cloud, applying their intrinsic smooth-
ing to neighbouring cells by the smoothing kernel and individual h
values. The volume was then collapsed into a 2D column density
in each dimension, whereby the surface of the cloud was bound by
a contour. We originally adopted Ncol,GMC = 1× 1021 cm−2 for a
density threshold of 50 cm−3. However, this was picking up only
a few hundred GMCs due to our modest resolution. As such, we
investigated lower density thresholds of 40 and 30 cm−3 and lin-
early decreasing Ncol, GMC accordingly to compensate. We found
that 40 cm−3 was a good compromise between giving a good num-
ber of clouds and not characterizing many smaller cloud features
into overly large complexes. Ncol, GMC is effectively another free pa-
rameter in the analysis, and was chosen to enclose at least one h for
each SPH particle in the cloud.
Figure B1. Fits to the mass spectra of cloud masses in the model discussed
in the main text, where the interaction phase occurs after 400 Myr. The
best-fitting parameters are shown in the bottom left of each panel, where M0
is given in units of 106 M⊙.
Once such areas are defined for the cloud, a radius was computed
by considering it analogous to a circle of equivalent area (Heyer
et al. 2009). A mean cloud radius was calculated by the average of
the three different surface areas, while differences between these
values give an indication of the asymmetry of the clouds.
It is worth noting that the results using the contour analysis were
remarkably close to what was given by the convex hull value, where
it seems the error in bounding by the centre of each SPH particle
is balanced by the overestimated area due to the lack of any con-
cave features. The alpha-shape offers what may be the most robust
measurement of the intricate structure of the cloud, if not for the
missing mass. A volume in keeping with the SPH method could be
defined by smoothing out the particle masses into a 3D cube and
fitting the alpha-shape to the resulting structure, again defined by
some threshold. However, this method was proving computationally
complex and was deemed too refined an approach for the somewhat
coarse resolution used in the global simulation.
AP PEND IX B: F ITS TO GM C MASS
F U N C T I O N S
In Fig. B1, we show the fits to the cumulative mass functions defined
by equation (3) to the cloud populations in our simulation. Each
panel shows a different time frame. The isolated disc is effectively
the 300 and 400 Myr time frames, with the 500–1000 Myr epoch
indicating the tidally perturbed disc. Values for the fitted parameters
(N0, M0, and the slope of the mass function, γ ) are shown in the
bottom left of each panel.
Interestingly, some of the slopes show a closer resemblance with
a pure power law rather than a truncated one (with a low N0 com-
bined with a high value of M0, beyond the end of our high-mass
tail), especially in the times after the interaction. This is seen in
some galactic environments, such as the inter-arm regions of M51
(Colombo et al. 2014a), M33, and the outer disc of the Milky Way
(Rosolowsky 2005). It is thus puzzling why M51, which closely
resembles the interaction model than the Milky Way or M33, shows
clearer truncations. We leave an in-depth modelling of the M51
system specifically to a future work, where we will investigate the
changing shape of the mass spectra in different regions to see if
a similar environmental dependence is seen as in Colombo et al.
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(2014a), where arm regions show clear cut-offs compared to inter-
arm regions.
APPENDIX C: TRACKING SE L E CT
I N D I V I D UA L C L O U D S
Here, we show an additional eight GMCs tracked in our interacting
disc, each displaying a different evolutionary history.
Cloud2 (Fig. C1) appears to be just leaving an arm at the time
of definition, having been formed from material that made up a
number of clouds some 15 Myr in the past. As it leaves, it forms
a cluster of star particles, having the second highest star formation
efficiency out of our example clouds. Free of the spiral arm, and
having lost a significant portion of its mass, the cloud dissipates
into the diffuse inter-arm ISM.
The evolution of Cloud3 (C2) shows the interesting case of a
clear triggering of structure by the collision with an incident ridge
of gas. This ridge is not defined as a cloud, and is instead a long
thin filament that shocks a number of smaller clouds in the arm into
a single object. This shocked ensemble of gas immediately forms a
number of stars, which then breaks apart into a number of inheritor
clouds.
In Fig. C3, we show one of the largest clouds in our sample:
Cloud4. This cloud is made of a great swath of gas, both from low-
density regions streaming into the arms and constituents of other
small clouds. The cloud is surprisingly well bound considering its
prior dispersive state, both in terms of αvir and how it maintains
its structure at later times, only truly breaking apart 20 Myr later.
The cloud, or rather filament, experiences a moderate level of star
formation along its length (an efficiency of nearly 5 per cent), aiding
to break apart the cloud into seven individual clouds later on before
it leaves the arm.
Cloud5 (Fig. C4) is a small compact cloud, with a relatively low
virial parameter. It has a quieter evolution than the clouds already
shown, and dissipates as it leaves the spiral arm. Gas is lost as it
moves into the inter-arm region as a short spur, with a portion of
the gas remaining in a couple of smaller clouds.
Cloud6 lies on the end of the tail arm that is being gradually
wound up (Fig. C5). Here, a number of smaller clouds appear to
form two moderate-sized objects that interact with each other for
nearly 30 Myr before breaking apart. The two clouds at −10 Myr
could be prime examples of an off-centre collision, with the S-
shaped cloud at 0 Myr showing the clouds rotating around a common
centre of mass and making up our target cloud. The star formation
efficiency in this cloud is the lowest of those shown, at a level of
only 1.5 per cent despite being quite massive. Eventually, the mutual
tidal forces on each of the clouds, coupled with shearing motion as
they leave the arm, result in their dissipation.
In contrast, Cloud7 experiences the strongest levels of relative
star formation of our clouds (Fig. C6), reaching an efficiency of
7.8 per cent. The early stages of the cloud show it begins on an
inter-arm spur, before being coincident with the spiral at 0 Myr.
There seems no clear reason why this cloud produces so many
stars, other than it seems to have accreted a large amount of gas
that converges on its position over the previous 10 Myr, including
cannibalizing the orange cloud seen at)t=−10 Myr. The feedback
from the substantial amount of young stars blows gas out into the
surrounding media, though the approach of a long filament-type
GMC from )t = 5 Myr onwards acts to repopulate the region with
gas, resulting in clouds composed of the same gas as Cloud7 to
survive the arm passage.
Cloud8, shown in Fig. C7, shows three clouds combining within
a spiral arm, being fuelled by the upstream gas entering from up-
stream. The resulting cloud is quite poorly bound, and quickly
becomes part of a long filament. The interesting aspect of this cloud
is that only 20 Myr later the gas once contained within now belongs
to a number of clearly defined smaller clouds, aligned in a ‘beads
on a string’ kind of manner. Most of these resultant clouds are very
weakly bound, and will not survive the transition to the inter-arm
region.
The final cloud, Cloud9, is very different to those already shown,
as it resides within the inner disc as opposed to the spiral arms. The
cloud is very loosely bound, and splits its gas budget into several
inheritor clouds over a short time-scale.
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Figure C1. As Fig. 12 but for Cloud2. Cloud2 is defined as it leaves the spiral arm, dissipating as it converts mass into a cluster of star particles.
Figure C2. As Fig. 12 but for Cloud3. Cloud3 is mid-way on a primary arm, and is triggered by the incident ridge of gas upstream.
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Figure C3. As Fig. 12 but for Cloud4. Cloud4 is near the end of a primary arm. It is one of the largest clouds in our sample, and appears to be made up of gas
from a wide range of environments.
Figure C4. As Fig. 12 but for Cloud5. Cloud5 is a massive but nearly bound cloud that shears apart into a spur and smaller inheritor clouds as it leaves the
spiral arm.
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Figure C5. As Fig. 12 but for Cloud6. Cloud6 lies at the end of an arm and is made of two minor clouds that are slowly sheared apart.
Figure C6. As Fig. 12 but for Cloud7. Cloud7 moves into the spiral pattern near the centre of the disc, experiencing a strong shock and large burst in star
formation.
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Figure C7. As Fig. 12 but for Cloud8. Cloud8 is a coalescence of many smaller clouds and gas streaming into the arm, which fragments into many smaller
clouds while still within the arm.
Figure C8. As Fig. 12 but for Cloud9, a cloud in the inner region of the disc that is highly unvirialized and, unlike the other clouds, far away from the
two-armed spiral potential.
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